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"Spice" is a fusion of Funk, R&B, Pop  Rock, with uptempo songs and ballads performed in a falsetto

reminiscent of Earth, Wind  Fire's Phillip Bailey or Prince. A trumpet player in truth, this artist delivers

several tunes enhanced with excellent full- 11 MP3 Songs URBAN/R&B: R&B Pop Crossover,

URBAN/R&B: Rhythm  Blues Details: Mike Simpson is a native of Birmingham, Alabama, currently

employed by the State of Alabama Department of Public Health. He is a graduate of the University of

Alabama, Tuscaloosa, with a Bachelors of Arts Degree in Communication. He performed with the musical

group Inner City Vibes, along with his brother Wayne for 8 years as lead and background vocalist,

trumpeter, and alternate guitarist and keyboard player. He is a graduate of A. H. Parker High School in

Birmingham, Alabama, where he was a member of the famous Marching Bisons. He served as Band

President, Trumpet Section Leader, and Drill Instructor. Mikes musical library includes well over a

thousand songs of almost every musical category; however, his favorite style is Funk! His favorite artists

include Earth, Wind  Fire, Parliament and Prince. Similar to Prince, Mike not only writes all of his songs,

but he also plays all of the instruments and sings all the vocals. As he has stated many times, he loves to

jam and thrives on his rhythmic arrangements which continue to build toward the end of each song,

leaving you wanting more. Mike is also an author, publishing his first short story (book) entitled Rainey

Days which is available at amazonand airleafand has produced a gospel CD entitled Trust, which will

soon be available. Mike serves his community as a member of Cornerstone Full Gospel Baptist Church,

in Tuscaloosa, Alabama, where he is a member of the Deacon Board and is assigned to the Youth

Department as Director of Youth Athletics, Youth Basketball Coordinator and Coach. When asked why

does he continue to write music, Mike stated I believe that people deserve and want music that is good,

positive and clean--music that their children can listen to. My favorite thing is love songs---clean, smooth
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and G-rated. Mikes ultimate goal is to successfully market his positive and motivational music to major

labels and mainstream artists in the industry and establish a second career as a song writer, producer or

collaborator.
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